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Guide Jay and Pilot Chris getting a moose
to go flying.
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Got’er done – get a pick up!
Congrats!
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Official start of the wool pants season – September 1st.
(Byron, Russ, Kaleb, Franz, Jayo, Dennis)

“Look at that! Is that the cook?!”

2008 HUNT REPORT
South Nahanni’s hunting season 2008
should be dubbed the ‘Year of the Moose’.
Altogether it was a great season with
adventurous and successful hunts for Dall sheep,
mountain goat and mountain caribou but the
moose were indeed phenomenal: new pending
#10 world record B&C Club bull, three others
in the B&C all time record book and three
runner ups in the awards class of the book!
This accounts for one third
of all moose taken during
the 2008 season!
On the cover:
Exceptional moose for
Jan Boenicke, Germany.
PENDING #10 IN THE WORLD!

Even apart from all these record book bulls,
we had an exceptionally good season with
mostly sunny skies, exciting hunts, great clients
and terrific guiding. Our hunts were running
at their usual 100% success rate (with the only
exception of one bow hunter), and the vast
majority of trophies taken were in the upper
1/3 as for trophy quality.
We are therefore very
pleased to present the
2008 season to you in
photos and text.

Happiness, success, pride –
the fulfillment of a dream.
(Robert Jones)
Loading up for the hunt.

As usual all sheep were
full curl rams with several
of them going close
to record book entry.
A lot of the old sheep
were heavily broomed,
therefore missing the last
few inches to the record

While moving camp during a July sheep hunt, guide Kaleb Molnar (left)
and hunter Mark Hampton take time to enjoy the sheep, goat and
mountain scenery.

some hunting for this add on species. In 2008
we again saw an upsurge in the amounts of
trophies taken. Characteristic for this season was
the amount of broken horns due to freefall
goats, but the accumulation of year rings with
8.5 as age average was higher than ever before.
The oldest billy counted 14 years of age.
Our grey ghosts, the wolves, proved hard to
hunt as usual and only three were harvested, with
a lot more spotted and some of them missed.
Efficient sat-phone communication:
Guide Robert Wagner alerting base camp.

books. In fact, the age average with its 10.24
years was one of our oldest ever, and is above
the Mackenzie Mountains age average.
As usual, several sheep hunters were
able to harvest additional animals like
mountain goat and/or mountain caribou.

Byron Gagne
Pete Baudys

Robert Wagner

Jim Rae

Ryan Harder
Dennis MacMahon

Chad Lenz

Russ Giesbrecht

Werner Aschbacher
Hart Schaupp
Erik Rae

Our 14-day mixed bag hunters had a lot
A comfortable and orderly base camp. (Zoltán Szulovsky)
of fun during their September hunts.
They always make extensive use of the
And to our guides and pilots and cooks:
helicopter, flying from one habitat to the next,
You got’er done, again! Thank you for all your
loosing no time hunting, and are therefore
hard, way above average, professional work,
able to take between 3-4 trophies. This season,
for the fun times and your friendship! See you
for the first time ever, one hunter was able to
next year in July!
harvest five species! Congratulations Zoltan!
Your outfitter team,
Mountain Goat hunting can be quite
challenging and steep terrain often inhibits
Out hunting. (Dan Baldo)

Jayo Molnar

Blair MacDonald

Kaleb Molnar

We wish to extend a big thank you to all of
our excellent hunters for their hard hunting,
their trust and their friendship! We enjoyed
your company and stories!

All around success during our South
Nahanni caribou hunts should be
expected, and it was nice to see the
regular amount of big trophies mixed
in with the ones that scored enough to
make the record books.

Spike camp accommodations.

Brothers Jayo and Kaleb Molnar happy with their
brand-new boots – see the price tags?!

Brent Sinclair with Kaleb and
Werner, counting year rings

Tanner Sinclair
Our trophy expert, Franz Huber
Pilot Chris Mattson
Pilot Rob Holden

Cook Whitney
Sandulak Molnar

Part of the South Nahanni fleet.

Outfitters Sunny Petersen and
Werner Aschbacher
Byron Gagne and Robert Wagner
Sunny Petersen with Lukas, Anika, Lynette

Cooks Jane Baudys (left) and Vero Minte
(right) with Anika and Lynette

Karen Hampton, Missouri,
enjoyed the peace in base
camp, while Mark searched
the peaks for a “fat horned”
ram, signature specialty of
Guide Kaleb Molnar.
This being Canada, Mark’s
handgun had to stay home.

Double Whammer!
Craig Jones
and Tom Muza,
Wisconsin, back
for their 2nd hunt,
got guide Kaleb
skinning and
grinning.

Lee Hart, Montana, 67, tough
as nails, packed so lightly, he
had to borrow underwear in
base camp after his full 8 days
of hunting. (Guide Jayo Molnar)

Mike Andersen, Alaska, is on a quest
for a famous South Nahanni Twister.
Next year, his 3rd with us, will be the
year, Mike! (Guide Pete Baudys)

What a Twister, Jake!
Congrats to Jake Jacobs, Vermont!
(Guide Brent Sinclair)

Guide Jayo was thrilled to phone
base camp at noon on day 2 with
big Fannin news, sure to be the
first guide to call in... Wrong, Jay,
you were the last out of four…
Congrats to Pat White, Utah!

The beauties of
the Ragged Range
were largely
hidden in snow
and fog for most
of Bill Tilleman’s
hunt (Alberta).
He persevered
and enjoyed!
(Guide Kaleb)

Tom Miranda, Florida,
observed the amount
of ranges rams can leave
in the dust in no time flat
during the ultimate
challenge: bow hunting
and filming! Watch out for
his episode on ESPN.
(Cameraman Thomas
Skeeter, Guide Chad Lenz)
Gregg Ritz, New Hampshire,
did some excellent muzzle
loader hunting, filmed by Tom Miranda, aired on the Sportsman
channel, guided by Chad Lenz.

Henry (Germany) and guide
Dennis went on a 9-day
adventure cruise on Carlson
Lake, observing moose. After
the thrilling experiences of
his greatest hunt ever the
two of them came back with
a genuine old trophy.

Three young guys out hunting
together – can it get any better?
Bryce Frandsen, Utah, with guides
Kaleb Molnar and Ryan Harder.

JD and Glenda Morgan, Florida,
were the highest bidders for our
2008 SCI donation resulting in
a great ram – and adopted
Grandparents for our youngest
crew members.
(Guide Pete)

Ciro Guerrero, Mexico,
and guide Pete submerged
themselves in a merry creek
to fish out their Billy –
after it took a dropping
plunge… Big trophies,
good effort, relaxing hunt.

Ken Kadutski, Alberta, back for his
2nd hunt with the same outfitter
and the same lucky suspenders
was looking for a big Fannin.
Got’er done, Ken and Pete.

This was supposed to be
a sheep hunt Ulli –
not a mixed bag!
Ulli Schreilechner, Austria
(Guides Pete + Kaleb)

“Can’t hunt your ram(s) young
enough” was proven by Devin
Ekdahl, 32, Alberta. An injured
knee stopped his goat/sheep
hunt. Hopefully the caribou
made up for some of the pain,
Devin! (Guide Jayo Molnar)

Bob, we still
haven’t found that
grizz with a metal
tag sticking out his
bum...! When we do,
we will look for
your Fannin cape
attached to said tag!
Robert Jones, Alberta
(Guide Werner)

Gheorghe laciu was eager to get
the heaviest ram of the season
off the mountain and home to
Romania. (Guide Toni Saloun)
Helmut Beckmann, Germany,
enjoyed another hunt with us and made it a full 10 days of
hunting fun! (Guide Hart Schaupp)

Guide Russ Giesbrecht took
Wesley Crow, Texas, through his
hunting paces. Putting in the miles paid off!

Thomas Elenz, Germany, saw the
entire splendor of the Ragged
Range, taking his goat with guide
Kaleb. 9 hard days later, we sent
him on an extra one-day hunt with
Werner for an ancient ram.

Mexican Javier Garza
Delgado – the wolf
whisperer – took his
wolf at 8 yards! Add one
of the biggest
rams of the
season, and
throwing a huge
caribou off a
mountain. Javier
+ guide Werner
Aschbacher found
all the points…

Carlos Garza Trevino, Mexico, was ready for
a rest day, when he took a wolf at 40 yards,
a ram within the hour + a caribou before
breakfast the next day. (Guide Ryan Harder)

Friend Candido Rivero Gonzales, Spain,
fought mountains and blisters very bravely,
and was finally rewarded with 3 trophies
in 24 hours. (Guide Robert Wagner)

Sheep hunting can be easy,
challenging or hard: While his friends
took rams on day 1, Mexican Armando
Guzman Gonzales hunted till day 8.
Animo amigo! (Guide Jayo Molnar)

”Dobleten-Jim” Rae
excelled with Spaniards
Paco Gongorra Macias
and Neno Menacho
Fuentes: double sheep
whammer on day 1
and double moose
whammer on day 3.

We would have liked for Bert Reyes,
Florida, to add a sheep to his trophies,
but he made the mistake of
phoning home – next time, Bert!
(Guide Dennis MacMahon)

Waiting out 4 foggy
days in Fort Simpson
didn’t keep Reinhard
Hetzenecker, Germany,
from taking his 2nd
ram with us, as well
as a RECORD BOOK
MOOSE. (Guide Kaleb)

Tom Mestre, Florida, and guide
Byron Gagne hunted and defended
their trophies successfully. Little bear
did not get the sheep backstraps…

Roland Baumann, Germany, saw
lots of nature but fewer moose
(Guide Dennis)

Tom’s son, Andres Mestre,
Florida, liked his trophies big.
RECORD BOOK CARIBOU –
there will be buckles, Kaleb!

Paco Hernando Arcal, Spain, rushed through a full mixed bag
hunt in just one week: sheep, goat, moose, caribou – and tried
hard for an elusive wolf. (Guide Jayo Molnar)
Gerd and Evi Schubert,
Germany, boated the South
Nahanni River roasting wieners
with guide Hart. Gerd took a
great moose + a last 1/2 hour
caribou from base camp.

Not everyone gets attacked by a seemingly
dead moose! Peter Knab, Switzerland,
dispatched the 63-incher quickly. (Guide Hart)
Dan Baldo, New York State, had a
good time with friend and guide
Jim Rae. He also had us chuckling
in base camp!
Here is a real Swiss Alps Guide – Franz Dietrich,
Switzerland! At 70 years he would have easily
added a goat trophy if there had been hunting
days left. (Guide Jim Rae)

Urs Hartmann, Liechtenstein,
was right to pass up a 58 incher.
RECORD BOOK MOOSE!
(Guide Robert)

Were we excited when Michael Diekmann’s
(Germany) moose came to base camp?!
RECORD BOOK MOOSE! (Guide Robert)

See, Gunther (Greve,
Germany), the world is
not just: YOU hiked
4 miles with Jan and Jim
for your – admittedly nice
– moose. The monster of
a caribou is a tiny
consolation... Longest
beams we have ever seen.
(Guide Jim Rae)
There ARE times when
you just CAN’T pass up
a trophy moose during
the first 1/2 hour
of your hunt.
RECORD BOOK MOOSE

– Frank Bertram,
Germany. (Guide Jayo)

#10 IN THE WORLD!!!!!

Eddie Gomez, Florida,
and Jimmy McLean, Texas,
a chuckling team, got guide
Jayo showing off his hunting
skills and great personality.
RECORD BOOK MOOSE

257 B&C gross, 249 B&C net!
Jan Boenicke, Germany – Jan, you
should know that these breakfast-coffee-sipping-in-socks-sort-of-hunts
are not ethical! And HOW are we going to top this in 2009 when you
are coming for your 4th hunt with us? (Guide Jim Rae)

Bernhard Kittel
(with friend Josef
Steinbauer), Austria,
took world class
photographs and trophies.
RECORD BOOK MOOSE!

(Guides Jim Rae and
Tanner Sinclair)

After two caribou
it was time for
a ram. Famous
Austrian Franz
Huber fulfilled a
lifelong dream.
(Guide Tanner)

It was a day 1
beauty from spike
camp – and an
enjoyable time
in base camp for
Frank Carter, Texas.
(Guide Tanner)

Moose and sunshine and cake and
caribou and wine and company – does
that sum it up? Dierk Ernst, Germany
with guide Byron.

Peter Tenki, Ontario, successfully
tried the Ram Plateau canyons
for goat, checking just how
far billies can fall down cliffs!
(Guide Blair MacDonald)

Zoltan Szulovsky,
Hungary – the South
Nahanni CHAMPION –
first to take 5 trophies
during a 14-day hunt!
(Guides Byron, Robert, Jayo)

Manfred Schölch’s
(Germany) experiences
included boating for
moose and snow
camping for caribou.
Weather changes fast
up here… (Guides Hart
and Tanner)

Devin Aherne, Ontario, highest bidder at the
2007 Mid-Michigan SCI Chapter Banquet,
choose his bull with care. (Guide Kaleb)

Vince Leonard,
New York State,
enjoyed good caribou
hunting weather, moose
sightings, northern
lights, snow and the
amazing North!
(Guide Robert)

